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Abstract
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Tinnitus is a phantom auditory sensation that reduces quality of life for millions worldwide and for
which there is no medical cure. Most cases are associated with hearing loss caused by the aging
process or noise exposure. Because exposure to loud recreational sound is common among
youthful populations, young persons are at increasing risk. Head or neck injuries can also trigger
the development of tinnitus, as altered somatosensory input can affect auditory pathways and lead
to tinnitus or modulate its intensity. Emotional and attentional state may play a role in tinnitus
development and maintenance via top-down mechanisms. Thus, military in combat are particularly
at risk due to combined hearing loss, somatosensory system disturbances and emotional stress.
Neuroscience research has identified neural changes related to tinnitus that commence at the
cochlear nucleus and extend to the auditory cortex and brain regions beyond. Maladaptive neural
plasticity appears to underlie these neural changes, as it results in increased spontaneous firing
rates and synchrony among neurons in central auditory structures that may generate the phantom
percept. This review highlights the links between animal and human studies, including several
therapeutic approaches that have been developed, which aim to target the neuroplastic changes
underlying tinnitus.
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Introduction
Tinnitus, the perception of sound in the absence of a corresponding external auditory
stimulus, is a phantom sensation (ringing of the ears) that reduces quality of life for millions
worldwide and for which at present there is no medical cure. While most common after the
age of 60 where 8–20% of individuals are affected, chronic tinnitus can occur at any age [1]
and is a major service-related disability for soldiers returning from Iraq and Afghanistan [2].
More than one billion dollars was disbursed in disability payments by the United States
Government in 2011 to members of the military suffering from tinnitus. Of the general
population approximately 1–2% of individuals suffer from unremitting tinnitus to the extent
that they seek assistance from the health professions including family physicians,
otolaryngologists, audiologists, psychiatrists, and neurologists [1, 3].
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In this review we focus on what is currently known about tinnitus-triggering factors, its
psychoacoustic properties, and the neural mechanisms underlying its generation and
associated symptomatology. We also discuss treatment approaches which, while not fully
effective in eliminating the tinnitus, have promise for reducing its impact on quality of life
for many tinnitus sufferers.

Triggering Factors and Associated Conditions
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The circumstances and conditions associated with tinnitus are numerous. The most common
associated condition is the presence of hearing loss as assessed by the clinical audiogram.
Hearing loss is present in up to 90% of cases [4] [5, 6] and may result from recreational or
occupational noise exposure or the aging process. Other factors associated with the onset of
tinnitus include head and neck injuries, ototoxic drug use, infections, and a range of medical
conditions that can affect hearing. While most tinnitus sufferers describe their tinnitus as a
steady tonal or hissing percept depending on its bandwidth, more complex sounds such as
insect sounds, chimes, running water, or multiple sounds are also reported, although some of
this variability may relate to the descriptors that tinnitus patients choose to describe their
percept rather than to variability in the percept itself [7]. Tinnitus varies in the circumstances
associated with its onset (for example, noise exposure, whiplash or head injuries), its time
course (continuous or intermittent), its spatial attributes (whether experienced in one or both
ears or perceived in the head), its degree of intrusiveness, and with respect to whether
hyperacusis (increased sensitivity to ordinary environmental sounds) is also present.
Anxiety, sleeplessness, and depression are common comorbidities especially in the early
stages of tinnitus. The extent of this variability has sparked investigation into whether
subtypes can be identified that may be associated with a specific etiology and
pathophysiology [8] notwithstanding that, because tinnitus is an auditory percept, some
communalities must exist in its underlying neural mechanisms. Identification of subtypes
may be worthwhile insofar as clinical management can be optimized for typical cases or
etiologies identified that enable effective treatment in rare cases [9–11].
Neuroscience research conducted in the last decade has shown that most cases of chronic
tinnitus do not arise from increased activity in the cochlear nerve driven by the damaged
cochlea, but rather develop as a consequence of changes that occur in central auditory
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pathways and other brain regions when the brain loses its input from the ear. Clinical
observations support this conclusion. Tinnitus is a predictable outcome when the auditory
nerve is sectioned during surgery for the removal of acoustic neuromas and is typically not
eliminated in preexisting cases [12]. While exceptions to these principles have been
reported, which may involve pathology in the olivocochlear efferent system or other factors
[13, 14], section of the auditory nerve is not a recommended procedure for the treatment of
tinnitus. On the contrary, when hearing function is augmented by cochlear implants in
individuals suffering sensorineural hearing loss, the tinnitus associated with the hearing loss
is frequently reduced and sometimes even eliminated [15].
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While deafferentation of auditory pathways thus appears to be a critical triggering factor in
tinnitus, nonetheless about 10–15% of tinnitus sufferers present with normal clinical
audiograms up to 8 kHz [16, 17], while many more individuals experience high-frequency
hearing loss with aging but do not have tinnitus [18]. What these cases tell us about tinnitus
is currently debated. Recent advances in cochlear neuroscience conducted in animals
exposed to noise trauma suggest that cases of tinnitus without auditory threshold shift may
involve neuropathic changes in the cochlea consequent to noise exposure or the aging
process that are not expressed in hearing thresholds, but rather exhibit themselves when
suprathreshold hearing is tested [19]. While damage to the cochlear transduction mechanism
(inner and outer hair cells on the basilar membrane of the inner ear and their associated
stereocilia) often recovers after noise exposure, synapses connecting auditory nerve fibers
(ANFs) to the inner hair cells appear to be more vulnerable to damage by noise exposure
[20] as well as to the effects of aging [21]. Especially vulnerable are synapses on ANFs that
have high thresholds for depolarization and are tuned to frequencies commencing typically
one to two octaves above the noise exposure frequencies [22, 23]. This pattern of synaptic
pathology is relevant to tinnitus without threshold shift, because its presence would not
affect the detection of low level sounds (thus exempting the audiogram) but would affect
ANFs with higher frequency tuning which is where tinnitus percepts lie in individuals with
tinnitus and clinically normal hearing [17] or with audiometric hearing loss (see below). The
presence of hidden hearing loss in tinnitus is supported by evidence that Wave I (reflecting
auditory nerve responses) of the Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) to suprathreshold
sounds, is reduced in human tinnitus sufferers with normal audiograms compared to control
subjects with normal hearing [17, 24]. In contrast, Wave V reflecting processing in the
auditory midbrain, is either normal [17] or enhanced [24] in tinnitus subjects, revealing
increased central gain. To the extent that deafferentation, whether hidden or expressed in the
audiogram, is a critical triggering factor in tinnitus, understanding the role of hearing loss in
tinnitus is important for gaining a wider perspective on the condition.
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Properties of Tinnitus Related to Audiometric Hearing Loss
When subjects with sloping, high frequency hearing loss expressed in the audiogram are
asked to rate several sound frequencies for similarity to their tinnitus, similarity judgments
typically commence near the edge of normal hearing and increase in proportion with the
depth of threshold shift, yielding a “tinnitus spectrum” that spans the hearing impaired
region [25–28]. Similarly, tinnitus can be transiently suppressed for 30–60 seconds after
presentation of a band-limited masking noise, a phenomenon known as “residual inhibition”
Nat Rev Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 07.
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(RI) in the tinnitus literature [29]. This forward masking effect is optimal when the center
frequency of the band-limited masking noise is also in the tinnitus frequency region aligning
with the tinnitus spectrum [18]. However, if hearing loss in the tinnitus region is deep
maskers centered at lower frequencies may be somewhat more effective [14]. These results
apply to cases of notched hearing loss expressed in the audiogram [25, 29] and likely to
“hidden” hearing loss as well, where tinnitus spectra shift inversely with respect to
audiometric thresholds even when thresholds remain <20 dBHL up to 8 kHz [17].
Psychoacoustic properties of tinnitus are relevant to understanding neural mechanisms of
tinnitus [17] because they suggest that aberrant changes taking place among neurons tuned
to the hearing-impaired frequencies in central auditory structures underlie tinnitus, and
disrupting these neural changes suppresses it. What are these neural changes, and where are
they occurring in the auditory projection pathway?
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These questions have been addressed by animal studies that have examined the neural effects
of noise trauma (or other procedures such as salicylate injections, which are beyond the
scope of this review) that are known to impair the cochlear transduction mechanism. Noise
exposure can yield either a permanent threshold shift (PTS) or a temporary threshold shift
(TTS), depending on the noise exposure intensity and duration. The presence or absence of
tinnitus in animals exposed to these putative tinnitus-inducing procedures is assessed either
by measuring under conditions of silence changes in conditioned behavioral responses that
were established by prior training to sound stimuli, or by measuring the extent to which
silence modulates reflexive behavioral responses evoked by an unexpected suprathreshold
sound (see [30] for review). An example of the latter method used by many but not all of the
studies reviewed below is the “Gap Prepulse Inhibition of Acoustic Startle (GPIAS)”
procedure developed by Turner and colleagues for rats and mice [31, 32] and modified for
use in guinea pigs [33, 34]. In this method startle suppression by an acoustic prepulse
verifies that functional hearing is present after noise exposure, while the failure of a silent
gap to do the same is taken to indicate that the silent interval has been filled by a tinnitus
sound (Insert Figure 1 here). Tinnitus and no-tinnitus animals are segregated on the basis to
which startle suppression by the silent gap has fallen beneath a specified criterion. Many
animal studies using GPIAS and other models of tinnitus have used noise-exposure levels
that induce TTS not PTS, so that functional hearing is preserved. While the validity of
animal models is not without challenge [35–37], an increasing number of studies are
demonstrating the usefulness of these procedures by providing consistent neurophysiological
patterns in animals that express behavioral evidence of tinnitus as compared to those that do
not, when all animals have been treated similarly. The findings give greater assurance that
neural changes are being measured that are inextricably related to tinnitus, and that the
changes can be differentiated from those that may relate only to hearing loss or hyperacusis.
Using behavioral models three types of neural changes have been identified that appear to
accompany tinnitus, namely, increases in the spontaneous activity of auditory neurons in
subcortical and cortical structures, increased burst firing in these structures, and increased
synchronous activity among neurons affected by threshold shifts or suprathreshold hearing
impairments.
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Neurophysiological Alterations in Animal Models of Tinnitus
Frequency-specific increases in Spontaneous Firing Rates
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Altered neuronal activity is detected as a physiological correlate of tinnitus in the first
structure of the central auditory pathway, the cochlear nucleus (CN). (Insert Figure 2 here).
The identification of frequency-specific increases in spontaneous firing rates (SFR) in
neurons with best frequencies (BFs) close to the noise exposure spectrum, which correlate
with behavioral evidence of tinnitus was first shown in the dorsal CN (DCN) using operant
conditioning [38]. Subsequent studies using different operant techniques or GPIAS
confirmed that after pure tone or band limited noise-exposure, the principal output neurons
of the DCN, the fusiform cells, show increased SFRs at frequencies close to the noiseexposure frequency and the behaviorally- determined tinnitus frequencies [39–41]. Some of
these studies used noise-exposure levels that only produced TTS so that sound thresholds
had recovered by the time of tinnitus testing [40, 41], which would be consistent with the
studies showing tinnitus in humans with clinically normal audiograms [17, 42]. The
presence in animal studies of frequency-specific increases in SFRs in the CN close to the
noise-exposure frequencies [40, 41] also suggests that there is a loss of ANF input to the CN
from high threshold ANFs even after recovered audiometric thresholds [20, 23]. Other
evidence indicates that increased SFRs can occur in the ventral CN (VCN) after various
types of hearing impairment [43–45], which suggests that the VCN could also be a site of
hyperactivity-initiation in the brain. Human studies examining the auditory brainstem
responses of tinnitus patients corroborate the possible involvement of the VCN in tinnitus
development [24]. However, studies using a behavioral tinnitus model to examine tinnitusrelated activity in the VCN after noise-exposure have yet to be performed. Thus, at present,
the DCN can be considered to be the site where diminished auditory nerve input initiates
hyperactivity, the first physiological hallmark of tinnitus, which is then conveyed to higher
brainstem and cortical regions [46, 47].
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Several studies at the next auditory center of the brain stem, the inferior colliculus (IC), have
demonstrated increased SFRs just below, within and just above the noise-damaged region of
the cochlea, which correlated with presence of tinnitus using GPIAS [48, 49], but in some
studies [50, 51] the increased spontaneous activity was not dependent on the presence of
tinnitus. Nonetheless, increases in IC spontaneous activity appear to be dependent on that
transmitted from the DCN since DCN ablation prior to noise damage prevents IC
hyperactivity as well as tinnitus development [52]. Furthermore, DCN ablation after noise
damage immediately abolishes IC hyperactivity [53]. However, it must be noted that this
finding contradicts another study [54] that demonstrated that tinnitus persists after DCN
ablation, suggesting the possibility that higher structures are recruited in tinnitus
maintenance. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that IC maintains hyperactivity independently as it
can be abolished by cochlear ablation for up to 6 weeks post exposure but not if ablation
occurs later [55]. This contrasts with DCN, in which established hyperactivity is not affected
by subsequent elimination of either afferent or efferent inputs 4 to 6 weeks post-exposure
[56, 57]. In addition, the time course and tonotopicity of hyperactivity in IC mimics that of
DCN [58]. We can conclude from these studies that elevated spontaneous activity in DCN is
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probably transmitted to IC, and then to the thalamus from IC or perhaps independently
through direct projections from DCN [59–61].
Tinnitus-related hyperactivity continues to be observed at the level of the auditory thalamus.
Here, neurons in the medial geniculate body show frequency-specific increased SFRs after
noise damage that correlate with the animals’ degree of tinnitus measured using GPIAS
[62]. Neurons in the primary auditory cortex, earlier shown to have increased spontaneous
activity after noise damage [4, 63], were confirmed to have tinnitus-related increases in SFR
in later studies that used GPIAS to confirm the presence of tinnitus [64, 65].
Neural Synchrony and burst-firing
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Two other markers that have been suggested as physiological correlates of tinnitus are
increased synchrony between neurons or increased bursting in a specific auditory structure.
Increased synchrony between neurons could create perceptual grouping of auditory objects
[66] and thus it is feasible that increased synchrony in the absence of a physical auditory
stimulus, could lead to the perception of a phantom sound [67]. A recent study has indeed
reported increased SFRs, bursting and neural synchrony in the fusiform cells of the DCN,
establishing the presence of all three correlates in the earliest central auditory region that
correlate with tinnitus [68]. In the IC, increased bursting and synchrony across multi-unit
clusters was shown in animals with behaviorally-confirmed tinnitus using an operant
conditioning model [69]. The bursting and synchronous firing were not confined to the
central nucleus of the IC, but were also evident in regions surrounding the central nucleus,
particularly the dorsal cortex. In other research using GPIAS, tinnitus-related maladaptive
plastic changes of MGB single unit responses were demonstrated in sound-exposed adult
rats with behavioral evidence of tinnitus. In addition to increased SFRs, the MGB units in
animals with tinnitus exhibited altered burst-firing properties, which correlated with the
degree of tinnitus measured [62].
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Changes in the MGB by tinnitus-inducing procedures would be expected to influence the
response properties of neurons in primary auditory cortex. In primary auditory cortex, after
noise over-exposure that elevated ABR thresholds above the exposure frequency, neurons in
the hearing loss region shifted their preferred tuning to frequencies near the audiometric
edge, such that these frequencies became over-represented in the cortical tonotopic map [70,
71]. Neurons in primary auditory cortex also showed increases in SFR, increased
synchronization, and increased burst firing [71]. Increased SFR and synchrony were
observed primarily at frequencies within the hearing loss region, with increased synchrony
confined to this region. Burst firing increased immediately after noise trauma but subsided to
normal over the measurement period of a few hours while the changes in SFR and
synchrony persisted. While tinnitus was not measured in these experiments, subsequent
studies confirmed that there was increased cortical synchrony and SFR in animals with
verified tinnitus, using the GPIAS, giving credence to the validity of hyperactivity and
synchrony as neural correlates of tinnitus [72].
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Mechanisms of Increased SFR and Synchrony
Neural plasticity beginning at brain stem
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A plethora of studies demonstrate that homeostatic and long-term plasticity change in the
CN after cochlear damage. Even a partial reduction of auditory nerve inputs to the dorsal
and ventral divisions of the cochlear nucleus results in decreases in inhibitory
neurotransmitters including glycine and GABA as well as in changes of their receptors [73,
74]. Additionally, there is an increase in excitatory neurotransmission after severe and partial
cochlear damage [75, 76] and an upregulation of excitatory non-auditory projections [77].
Decreased inhibition combined with increased excitation could result in hyperactivity of CN
neurons that could be transmitted through the IC, or bypass the IC [60, 78], to the MGB. At
the level of the MGB, however, there is little evidence of tinnitus-related decreases in
GABAergic neurotransmission [79]. Rather, at this level, tinnitus measured with GPIAS was
associated with increases in tonic extra synaptic GABAAR currents in action potentials/
evoked bursts, and in GABAAR δ-subunit gene expression. These findings are consistent
with thalamocortical dysrhythmia, which results from abnormal theta-range resonant
interactions between thalamus and cortex, due to neuronal hyperpolarization and the
initiation of low-threshold calcium spike bursts [80].
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Spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) in vitro, [81] and its macroscopic in vivo
correlate, stimulus timing dependent plasticity (StDP) [82], occur in the DCN. In the normal
system, this form of long-term plasticity presents as Hebbian plasticity in the principal
output neurons of the DCN in vitro. Hebbian plasticity is the process by which synapses are
strengthened when presynaptic activation precedes post synaptic activation, while antiHebbian plasticity results in a weakening of synapses under these conditions [83]. StDP is
governed not only by the temporal order of pre-and post-synaptic activity but also by
NMDA and acetylcholine functional modulation [84]. In vivo, fusiform cells in the DCN, as
well as neurons in primary auditory cortex demonstrate primarily Hebbian plasticity in
normal animals [82] (Insert Figure 3 here). However, animals with tinnitus, assessed by
GPIAS, show primarily anti-Hebbian plasticity in both regions. In contrast, animals that did
not develop tinnitus showed increased long-term depression [41, 65, 85]. Altered
acetylcholine-mediated neuromodulation, NMDA receptor changes along with increased
glutamatergic transmission and decreased glycinergic and/or GABAergic transmission
contribute to these changes [86, 87] [77] [73] [88] (see Figure 3). Computational studies
indicate that STDP can alter synchronization, suggesting that the changes in StDP
demonstrated with tinnitus may lead to the alterations in synchrony observed in animals with
tinnitus [68, 89, 90].
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What we can learn from animals and humans that do not develop tinnitus
While most studies on tinnitus mechanisms focus on animals or humans that develop
tinnitus, equally important is the information provided by those that do not develop, or are
resistant to tinnitus development after the same noise-exposure conditions. Studies with PTS
that compared animals with and without tinnitus have shown important differences between
these groups that would not have been discerned if animals had been divided into only noiseexposed and normal groups. An exemplary study demonstrated that after a mild PTS,
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animals showing tinnitus (using GPIAS) demonstrated an increased ABR wave V amplitude
at suprathreshold levels in contrast to a reduced wave V amplitude in the non-tinnitus
animals [91]. The tinnitus animals showed no significant change in cortical activity
measured with local field potentials, but showed a significant increase in wave V ABR
amplitude representing synchronous activity of neurons in the inferior colliculus. This is
consistent with another study demonstrating a reduction in levels of the activity-regulated
cytoskeletal protein, Arc, in auditory cortex in animals that developed tinnitus, but not in
those that did not develop tinnitus, measured in this case with an operant conditioning
method [92]. Other studies demonstrated that animals developing tinnitus differed in KCNQ
2/3 and HCN channel activity from those without tinnitus after PTS, suggesting that the
effect of noise trauma on intrinsic membrane properties also plays a role in the development
of tinnitus (see Figure 3) [93, 94].
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Studies using a TTS or ‘hidden hearing loss’ model are especially useful in this regard, as
central effects can be more purely attributed to central homeostatic or timing-dependent
plasticity mechanisms in the absence of differences in audiometric hearing level. Two
studies in which there was only a temporary threshold shift after noise exposure for all
animals in the study, report that those that did not develop tinnitus (using GPIAS) showed
more long-term depression than long-term potentiation in the DCN. In contrast, the animals
that developed tinnitus exhibited more long-term potentiation and less long-term depression
[40, 41]. Other studies using TTS models have correlated the GPIAS tinnitus index with
other physiological or molecular changes and have shown that the greater the tinnitus index,
the greater the likelihood of observing increased SFR or bursting in the CN and MGB [62]
[86]. In addition, MGB neurons from animals with tinnitus fired more spikes per burst
relative to non-tinnitus MGB neurons, suggesting a tinnitus-related increase in intrinsic
membrane excitability [79].

Role of Non-Auditory Structures
Somatosensory Pathways
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Integration of auditory and somatosensory afferent projections occurs in peripheral brain
structures as early as the CN, where projections from the AN and trigeminal and dorsal
column ganglia and brain stem nuclei converge [95, 96]. These projection neurons terminate
primarily on the CN granule cells, whose parallel-fiber axons terminate on the apical
dendrites of DCN fusiform cells [97–99]. Auditory nerve fibers, bringing input from the
cochlea, terminate on the basal dendrites of the fusiform cells. Fusiform cells are therefore
ideally placed for multisensory integration and do so using mechanisms of long-term
plasticity, which is stimulus timing dependent [82].
After cochlear damage- reducing auditory nerve input to the CN, somatosensory inputs are
upregulated over a time interval of days [75, 77, 100] resulting in heightened fusiform cell
responses to somatosensory stimulation [101]. This effect is a consequence of an increase in
glutamatergic neurotransmission from somatosensory fibers following loss of input from
auditory pathways [102]. Interestingly, the upregulation of glutamatergic inputs from the
somatosensory system occurs after a ‘threshold’ level of cochlear damage, beyond which, no
further changes occur [103]. Tinnitus-related changes in auditory-somatosensory integration
Nat Rev Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 07.
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by the fusiform cells include increased long-term potentiation [41], likely mediated by the
increased non-auditory glutamatergic innervation after cochlear damage [75, 76].
Importantly, animals that did not develop tinnitus instead displayed increased long-term
depression at fusiform synapses. The differences between animals with tinnitus, showing
more long-term potentiation and those without tinnitus, showing more long-term depression,
involve a complex interplay between multiple mechanisms involved in homeostatic and
timing dependent plasticity. Given the significant alterations in processing involved in
somatosensory integration in the CN, which are transmitted to the auditory cortex [104], it is
not surprising that a majority of tinnitus sufferers can manipulate the intensity and frequency
of their tinnitus by stimulating or moving their face and neck [105, 106], regions providing
trigeminal and dorsal column inputs to the CN [99, 107, 108]. This so-called
“somatosensory tinnitus” or “somatic tinnitus” occurs in up to two thirds of humans with
tinnitus [105, 106].
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Non-Auditory Brain Networks
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Animal studies and human neuroimaging studies [92, 109] [110–112] have confirmed
tinnitus–related changes in several non-auditory brain areas. The results suggest that tinnitus
is accompanied by structural and functional alterations in prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex,
cingulate cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, nucleus accumbens, insula, thalamus and the
cerebellum [110, 113], (Figure 2). However, while many of the changes seen in these regions
may relate to tinnitus, a challenge is to disambiguate effects attributable to the presence of
tinnitus from those related to comorbidities of hearing loss, hyperacusis, and distress
behavior that are often experienced by tinnitus sufferers. Melcher et al. [114] attempted to
resolve conflicting reports of differences in grey matter volume in the subcallosal region
between tinnitus patients and controls that in the previous studies had been matched hearing
level to the clinical standard of 8 kHz[115, 116]. In their study no definitive group
differences in gray matter volume or concentration were found; however, grey matter
concentration was negatively correlated with threshold increase at frequencies >8kHz, which
was not measured by previous studies.[114] Another study found that abnormal sound level
tolerance correlated with increased fMRI responses evoked by suprathreshold sounds in the
auditory midbrain when the presence of tinnitus was held constant between groups, whereas
tinnitus by itself (with abnormal sound level tolerance held constant between groups) was
associated with increased activity only in primary auditory cortex[117]. Moreover it remains
to be elucidated to which extent the changes in non-auditory brain areas reflect a
predisposition to or consequences of tinnitus development. In spite of these challenges we
can conclude from the neuroimaging literature that tinnitus-related changes in brain structure
and function extend well beyond classical auditory pathways when tinnitus and control
groups are compared, even if the precise functional role of the different non-auditory
structures in tinnitus is not yet unambiguously elucidated.
Changes in functional connectivity among brain regions have also been extensively
investigated in tinnitus. Increased connectivity between the auditory cortices and a
frontoparietal attention network was found by several EEG, MEG, and resting-state fMRI
studies [113, 118–120]. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that the conscious
perception of sound including the phantom sound of tinnitus requires long-range
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connectivity between auditory and attention-related areas [121]. Distress involved in tinnitus
(measured by tinnitus severity questionnaires) has been associated with enhanced activity
and connectivity between auditory and stress-related brain areas [122–124]. A notable brain
area consistently highlighted in functional imaging studies of tinnitus is the
parahippocampal region [118, 120, 125–128] (a structure known to be involved in memory)
which has increased connectivity with the auditory cortex in tinnitus subjects in restingstate-EEG [125, 127] and fMRI data [118, 129]. This finding is consistent with the
hypothesis that auditory perception is based on predictions about the external world that
require information about the organism’s history with sound [4, 120, 130]. A prediction
based on auditory memory encoded before the hearing loss would not correspond with input
from the damaged cochlea, which may then activate frontoparietal attention mechanisms in
an attempt to resolve these disparities. Other brain areas showing increased activation in
individuals with tinnitus are the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and insula [122, 126]. As
these two areas are key regions of the ‘salience network’ [131] it is assumed that increased
activity in ACC and insula reflects the attribution of salience to the tinnitus sound. Based on
these findings it has been proposed that tinnitus involves abnormal activity in multiple
overlapping networks in the brain [120]. Some of the heterogeneity seen in tinnitus patients
particularly with respect to comorbid distress behavior may reflect variation in the
involvement of individual specific networks.

Treatment of Tinnitus
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For the treatment of tinnitus many different pharmacological and non-pharmacological
approaches have been tried, but none has shown convincing meta-analytic evidence for
reducing the tinnitus percept. The best-established treatment thus far is cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) for which a Cochrane meta-analysis found an improvement in quality of life
and reduction of depression scores, even if CBT did not reduce tinnitus loudness or
eliminate the percept [132]. In clinical practice CBT is frequently combined with sound
therapy (see below). A recent large randomized clinical trial has shown that a
multidisciplinary stepped care approach involving counseling, sound therapy and elements
of CBT results in a significant benefit in tinnitus severity, tinnitus impairment and health
related quality of life as compared to treatment as usual [133].
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Several types of sound therapy have been devised with the aim of masking tinnitus or
suppressing it through putative neuroplastic mechanisms. One approach provides music
modified to compensate for the individual’s pattern of hearing loss, while in another, music
is “notched” to exclude energy close to the tinnitus frequency [134, 135]. The resulting
edges in the frequency spectrum are thought to distribute lateral inhibition into the notched
region, suppressing tinnitus-related neural activity [136]. Coordinated Reset
Neuromodulation consists of auditory stimuli presented as short tones in a random varying
sequence above and below the tinnitus frequency, with the goal of reducing tinnitus-related
neuronal hypersynchrony. A pilot study with this method found significant reductions of
tinnitus loudness and annoyance as well as reduced abnormal oscillatory activity measured
by EEG in tinnitus patients [137]. In contrast to these methods in which sound is presented
passively, several forms of active auditory training have been explored in an attempt to
induce neuroplastic changes. These studies have employed sounds of varying spectral
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complexity with frequencies within or just below the hearing loss or tinnitus frequency (see
[138] for overviews). Based on results obtained from an animal model of tinnitus using
GPIAS [64], vagus nerve stimulation paired with sound in the region of functional hearing
aimed at normalizing tonotopic map organization [139] and has shown positive initial results
in human studies [139]. Another novel approach applies paired auditory and somatosensory
stimulation at timing orders and intervals chosen to suppress SFR and synchrony in auditory
pathways, exploiting the StDP demonstrated in DCN in animal studies [41]. Even though
these innovative forms of sound therapy have shown some positive pilot data, they are
considered as experimental until results are confirmed in large randomized controlled trials.

Author Manuscript

Many pharmacological agents have been investigated for tinnitus treatment but none has
provided convincing reduction of tinnitus impact in excess of placebo effects [143].
Treatment with antidepressants improved comorbid depressive or anxiety disorders [144],
but did not reduce tinnitus [145]. A meta-analysis of anticonvulsant treatment with
carbamazepine, gabapentin and lamotrigine did not reveal additional benefits compared to
placebo in controlled studies [146]. For benzodiazepines beneficial effects on tinnitus
distress were reported [147], but long-term data are missing and in light of the dependency
risk of regular benzodiazepine intake their routine use cannot be recommended [148, 149].
New approaches currently under study include potassium channel modulators [62, 93] and
the intra-tympanic application of the NMDA receptor antagonist s-ketamine [150]. Because
multiple signalling pathways may be involved in supporting brain network activity in
tinnitus, it has been suggested that therapeutic shotguns could prove to be more effective at
suppressing tinnitus than agents that target specific receptors [143].
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As hearing loss represents the most important trigger for tinnitus, restoration of auditory
input should reduce tinnitus. Accordingly, in patients with both uni- and bilateral, profound
sensorineural hearing loss and tinnitus, cochlear implantation can suppress tinnitus
perception in a majority of cases [15]. The efficacy of hearing aids for tinnitus reduction is
less clear [140], probably because hearing aids cannot restore auditory nerve signals in case
of inner hair cell or ribbon synapse loss. Moreover, amplification of sound by hearing aids is
limited in the higher frequency range, where most tinnitus patients have their hearing loss
(and their tinnitus percept). Accordingly, recent studies have only shown a benefit in those
patients with a tinnitus pitch below 6 kHz [141, 142].

With increasing knowledge about neuronal mechanisms of tinnitus new techniques are
increasingly being investigated as potential therapeutic approaches. Repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS) uses the rhythmic application of brief magnetic pulses
delivered by a coil placed on the scalp to modulate auditory cortical activity. A recent metaanalysis demonstrates beneficial effects for this approach, but the effect sizes are small, and
the duration of treatment effects remains often limited (Soleimani et al. 2015). Better results
were obtained with additional stimulation of prefrontal brain areas (Lehner et al. 2012). At
this time it is unknown whether further developments of these and other novel treatment
approaches will deliver results superior to the modest improvements in tinnitus behaviour
and perception reported by previous studies. However, their guidance from neuroscience
research is an encouraging development.
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Looking Ahead: Complementary Animal and Human Studies
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Behavioral and functional imaging studies of human tinnitus sufferers have corroborated
several of the changes reported above from animal studies, including increased gain or
hyperactivity in central pathways [17, 151], reduced inhibition in the auditory cortex [152],
and macroscopic tonotopic map reorganization in primary auditory cortex when audiometric
hearing loss is present [153] although not among tinnitus sufferers without audiometric
hearing loss [154]. The latter finding suggests that macroscopic cortical map reorganization
may be more closely related to hearing loss than to tinnitus, although to the extent that
cortical neurons lose their input from the ear, some degree of tuning shift could be expected
to accompany the presence of tinnitus. Changes in sound-evoked responses generated by
neural sources in the tinnitus frequency region of primary auditory cortex have been found to
track tinnitus suppression during RI in tinnitus sufferers [155]. This result is consistent with
studies in humans [117] and animals [65] that found tinnitus to be associated with neural
changes in this brain region. Interestingly, sound-driven responses from secondary
(nonprimary) auditory cortex did not track RI depth [155], although these responses were
larger in tinnitus than control subjects. It was suggested that neural changes occurring in
nonprimary auditory cortex reflect disinhibition of this region by attention, prediction
failure, or deafferentation. Persistent disinhibition of the auditory cortex in tinnitus [117]
may explain why individuals with tinnitus do not perform as well as controls on tasks
requiring top-down modulation of attention [156].
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As reviewed here, a major contribution from human research has been to identify brain areas
outside of auditory pathways that are involved in tinnitus. Investigation of non-auditory
structures was motivated initially by surprising results from functional imaging studies [111,
112] and by prescient models of tinnitus that proposed an involvement of limbic [157, 158]
and somatosensory structures [106] in tinnitus. More recent magnetoencephalography
(MEG) studies of brain network activity in tinnitus have been guided by the concept of
thalamocortical dysrhythmia [80], which proposed that tinnitus is generated by changes in
oscillatory brain activity that occur in the thalamus and cortex when thalamic neurons are
hyperpolarized by deafferentation of auditory pathways. As reported earlier, evidence for
hyperpolarization and a shift to burst firing of MGB neurons has been reported in animals
expressing behavioral evidence of tinnitus. Early MEG research in humans following this
approach reported increased delta and reduced alpha oscillations in the auditory cortex of
tinnitus subjects, as well as increased gamma oscillations [153, 159–161], although more
recent research has questioned these associations with tinnitus [162]. Gamma oscillations
likely reflects local communication within auditory structures while slow wave delta
oscillations likely reflect communication between the auditory cortex and non-auditory
regions involved in tinnitus network activity. In this regard, one notable study found that
delta oscillations associated with increased tinnitus perception extended beyond
circumscribed regions of auditory cortex to encompass large parts of temporal, parietal, and
sensorimotor cortex and as well as limbic regions [163]. Investigation of non-auditory
regions in animal studies is a recent direction that may afford insight into the role of nonauditory structures in tinnitus. STDP is likely to be engaged by brain network activity in
non-auditory brain regions, although to date its role in tinnitus has been investigated only in
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auditory and somatosensory pathways. Coupling among brain regions expressed in electrical
oscillatory activity has not yet been investigated by animal models. A continuing challenge
for research in human and animal models will be to disambiguate neural changes essential
for tinnitus perception from those related to hearing loss, hyperacusis, or distress behaviour
that are often seen in tinnitus patients.
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Key Points
•

Tinnitus is prevalent in up to 15% of the world population

•

Tinnitus is linked to hearing loss

•

Loss of input from the cochlea triggers neural plastic changes resulting in
hyperactivity and synchrony in affected regions of the auditory system.

•

Neurons in non-auditory regions are also affected by tinnitus

•

An understanding of neural mechanisms of tinnitus is essential for developing
efficacious treatments.
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Figure 1.
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A. Schematic describing the GPIAS assay for tinnitus. A startle stimulus (black) is inserted
into a background noise without a gap (no gap; top row) and with a gap (middle and lower
rows; 50 msec. gap, 50 ms before the startle sound) are presented to the animal. Each trial
consists of a continuous 60 dB background sound (grey bar) with a 10 msec., 115 dB startle
pulse embedded (black bar). The guinea pig startles in response to the startle stimulus, with
the amplitude of the response shown by the height of each arrow. In animals without
tinnitus, the gap suppresses the startle response (middle row). In animals with tinnitus, the
gap is filled by the tinnitus (pink) and the startle response shows less reduction relative to the
no gap startle response (white arrow). B–F. Gaussian-mixture model analysis partitions the
normalized startle distribution into normal and tinnitus distributions. B. Histogram of the
normalized startle distribution (white line) partitioned into two distributions: no evidence for
tinnitus (black bars) and evidence for tinnitus (red bars). C. The probability distributions of
normalized startle values belonging to the tinnitus or non-tinnitus distributions. D.
Histogram of the partitioned distribution of post-exposure normalized startle observations
for sham animals. E. Histogram of the partitioned distribution of normalized startle
observations for baseline (pre-exposure) observations from sham and exposed animals. F.
Histogram of the partitioned distribution of post-exposure normalized startle observations
from exposed animals. The percentage of observations placed into the tinnitus group is
shown on each panel in D–F.
Adapted from ([41]).
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Figure 2.
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Simplified representation of auditory and non-auditory pathways discussed in this article and
revealed by functional imaging studies to be involved in aspects of tinnitus. Blue identifies
principal structures in the auditory pathway commencing with the cochlear nucleus (CN)
and projecting through the inferior colliculus (IC) to the thalamus and auditory cortex (A1,
primary auditory cortex A2; secondary auditory cortex; AAC, anterior auditory field).
Return projections to the thalamus (these projections more numerous than forward
projections) and subcortical structures in the auditory pathway are represented by a
thickened arrow. Output from auditory pathways distributes to several major nonauditory
regions of the brain, here simplified by their putative functional roles in normal information
processing as identified by neuroscience research (see color code). Prominent structures
involved in memory and emotion include the parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, and limbic
region including the insula (yellow). Participating in attention and consciousness (green) are
the anterior and posterior cingulate regions, orbitofrontal cortex, prefrontal cortex
(dorsomedial and ventromedial divisions), the subcallosal region (nucleus accumbens), and
posterior partietal cortex including the precuneus. Sensori-motor pathways (red) include
somatosensory ganglia, brainstem somatosensory pathways, primary and secondary
somatosensory cortex, and the cerebellum. In this summary diagram connections among
these regions are portrayed by arrows, but the connections among them are densely parallel
and reciprocal mediated by cortico-cortico projections directly or via the thalamus as well as
by multisensory interactions that occur in subcortical auditory structures discussed in the
article. A2, secondary auditory cortex; AAC, anterior auditory field; A1, primary auditory
cortex; IC, inferior colliculus; CN, cochlear nucleus.
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Figure 3. Mechanisms of tinnitus initiation in the dorsal cochlear nucleus

A. Schematic of DCN circuitry showing the principal output neurons, fusiform cells and
inhibitory interneurons, the cartwheel cells. Electrical stimulation and recording locations
are shown in spinal trigeminal nucleus (Sp5) and DCN for measuring StDP. The thirty twochannel recording electrodes (black) spanned the tonotopic axis of the DCN. Short current
pulses delivered via a bipolar stimulating electrode (brown) placed into Sp5 activated
parallel-fiber inputs to DCN that activate fusiform cells subsequent to granule-cell
activation. Tones were delivered through calibrated, hollow ear bars. Ca - cartwheel cell; Fu
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- fusiform cell; Gr - granule cell; St – Stellate cell; IC - inferior colliculus; Sp5 - spinal
trigeminal nucleus; a.n.f - auditory nerve fiber; p.f - parallel fiber. ET- Exposed with tinnitus;
ENT – exposed without tinnitus.
B. Cartoon of the locations of the recording and stimulating electrodes relative to the
animal’s head.
C. Bimodal plasticity of spontaneous firing rates (SFR) shifts from predominantly Hebbian
in shams (where somatosensory preceding auditory produces facilitation at 20 ms) to antiHebbian rules in guinea pigs with tinnitus (facilitation now seen when auditory precedes
somatosensory stimulation at −20 ms) and suppressive at all pairing intervals in guinea pigs
without tinnitus. Mean timing rules are shown for SFRs for units from Sham (gray), ENT
(pink), and ET (red) guinea pigs. Cartoon inset at top represents the relative order of Sp5 and
sound stimuli. The brown vertical line indicates the Sp5 stimulation, and the sinusoid
represents the tone stimulus. Mean timing rules were computed for all measurements from
DCN fusiform cell units. Error bars indicate SEM. Adapted from ([41]).
D. Putative molecular mechanisms underlying changes in StDP, SFR and synchrony of DCN
principal output neurons (fusiform cells) in initiating tinnitus. Noise over-exposure triggers
auditory nerve fiber (ANF) deafferentation or neuropathy leading to alterations in the DCN
circuitry via the following processes: Synaptic changes include decreased glycinergic (Gly),
GABAergic, and increased glutamatergic (Glu) neurotransmission; intrinsic cellular changes
include NMDA receptor (NMDA-R), voltage-gated potassium channel (Kv), and
hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channel properties. Each of these
processes has been shown to affect one or more tinnitus phenotypes in DCN: increased SFR,
increased neural synchrony, and inverted STDP.
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